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INTRODUCTION 
Cell division and the accompanying cellular enlargement, 
which are responsible for growth in the sense of increase in 
size, remain among the inoet imDortant and least understood 
biological phenomena. A better knowledge of the reactione 
involved in growth would enable us to Interpret and at least 
partially control many phaeee of plant and animal developisent. 
The maize root tip hae been chosen by Baldovinoa (4, 5, 
6) and Erickeon and Goddard (23) for basic studies of cell 
division and cell enlargement. This organ hae the advantages 
of uniformity, when hybrid seed is used, and of reasonably 
sharp dividing lines between division, enlargement, and 
cellular differentiation. The maize root is desirable, also, 
for chemical studies because its relatively large size facili­
tates the collection of seml-Hilcro samples. 
In the present study, we have first relnveBtlgated the 
distribution of growth zones described by EeldovlnoB (4), 
using much shorter groitli periods. And second, we have studied 
the mineral nutrition of the growing zones, both by micro-
analyees of the macro-nutrient elements, and by tissue culture 
techniques. 
Eiaphasis has been placed upon nutrients at the cellular 
level. An attempt is made to show that definite quantitative 
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relations exist bet^feen various stages of arowth and certain 
nutrient fractions, and also between the nutrient fractions 
themselves. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Growth Patterns 
Growth In an organiem conelets fundamentally of increase 
in the volume of the r^rotoplasroic body (22), This phenomenon 
hae been studied both by the anatomist and the phyeiologiBt. 
Anatomically, growth is the result of the production of new 
cells with their subsequent enlargement and morphological 
differentiation (26); ohyeiologically, it is a physical ex­
press ion of a definite seauenoe of varied and complex chemi-
eel reactions. 
In marked contrast to animal development, all vascular 
plants exhibit an open system of growth, cone Isting of the 
formation of new organs and tiesuee throughout the life of 
the individual. This type of development deDende fundamen­
tally upon the maintenance of regions of dividing celle at 
certain restricted portions of the shoot and root. Such 
regions of theoretically unlimited growth are termed 
roerlsteme (38). 
Physiologically, merietems may be divided into two 
groups, maes and diffuse (31). Maes laerlstenie include the 
apical meristems of the root and shoot, meristeme in lateral 
buds, and young rapidly developlns: embryoe. This type of 
merietem In the dividing condition tende to perpetuate 
autonomouB division. The diffuse ffieristem group includes 
vascular cembluiB, cork cambium, later stages in the develop­
ment of organs such as leaves or fruits, and any slow growing, 
Tjroliferating tissue which is dependent upon an external 
suDply of growth --romoting material® (31)-
Developing organs are typically meristerns or parte of 
meristerns, and ae such exhibit various characteristic growth 
patterns. The outline and structure of most leaves are de­
veloped while the leaf is yet minute (22). In the dormant 
buds of many temperate-zone trees, the small leaves therein 
contain most of their full complement of cells. Later, growth 
cone istB in large measure of rapid increase in cell size, and 
maturation of the mesophyll and vascular tiseuee (22, Zk). 
This phenomenon resulte in a slow Increase in tissue nass 
at first, then a rapid increase, follo'wed by a rather sharp 
cessation of growth. 
Q-ustafson (28) found a eiiailar situation with respect 
to growth patternB in fruits. When he plotted the volume 
of developing fruits against time, he obtained a character-
istic sigmoid curve. He also found that the percentage of 
dry matter ws highest in the immature ovary, that it de­
creased rapidly during the first two weelce of growth, and at 
no time was there an increase. Mac Dougal (32) reported a 
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similar situation, although the differences were not as great. 
Accordlna to Hsyward (29), the tomato fruit has practically 
Its full complement of cells at the 12 mm stage. Subsequent 
growth le due ^^Imoet wholly to enormouB enlargeiuent of the 
existing celle. Flnnott (^9) reported elinllar results on 
cucurbits. Hie Inveetlgatlone ehowed that mitotic activity 
ceased shortly after toloesomlng, and rapid cell enlargement 
completed growth. 
Fruits normally go through a cycle of development that 
conslets of an early stage of cell division with the laying 
down of basic form and structure; a period of cell enlarge­
ment and tissue differentiation in which final size le 
reached; and a period of ripening (22). The growth of a 
tuberous organ, euch ae the potato, presents a rather dif­
ferent picture. Instead of tw, almoet separate, stages of 
growth as found in leaves and fruits, there eeeme to be a. 
continual enlargement and division of all celle throughout 
much of the growth period of the tuber. Esmarch-Bromberg 
(25) noted that olth celle of mature tubers were 64 times as 
large ae pith cells of pea size tubers. Lehman also {30), 
investigated the tuber size and cell size relationship. Hie 
data Indicated an increase in cell diameter ae the tuber In­
creased in size. He concluded that an Increaee in both cell 
size and number were responsible for Increase of tuber eize. 
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Recently, Plalsted (-^O) has expanded these findings. He 
found, growth of the potato tuber to be atypical, in that most 
cells retained their ffieristeaiatlc ability. Even large vacuo­
lated cells filled with starch appeared to be capable of 
dlvieion. The rates of cell division and cell enlargement 
in both the pith and cortical tissues appeared to be main­
tained almost uniformly to a tuber si^e of 200 g. 
The classical investigatlone of Wolff (5^^) on bud de­
velopment showed that new leaves and new etem tissues 
originate in the tir. of the ehoot. Wolff designated this 
region as the growing point. Generally, this meristem is 
found in the apical millimeter or milllRieters, the size de-
oending UDon the epeciee (26)* Initiation of growth in the 
shoot meristem of higher vascular plents is usually localized 
in a group of cells which maintain their individuality and 
position, and are known as apical initials or apical cells 
(22). The small cells produced by these aplcals are dis­
placed laterally and vertically. This displacement of cells 
in a generally baelr.etal direction ie accompanied by elfflul-
taneouB enlargement and differentiation. Both of these 
developments are considered to be due, respectively, to (a) 
distance from the tip, or physiological age of the cell, and 
(b) relative position to that of other differentiating cells. 
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Ae In other patterns of growth, a given unit of tiesue forme 
rather slovly at first, expands rapidly, then gradually stop® 
Its volume Increase. 
In contraet to the apical merlstem of the ehoot, the 
apical merletem of the root produces cells not only toward 
the axis but also away from it, for It initiates the root 
cap. The root merletem differs further froa that of the shoot 
in forming no lateral aopendages comparable to the leaves or 
branches. Because of the absence of nodes, the root apex 
shows no periodic changes in shape and etructure (2^). 
BaBlcally, the pattern of root tleeue develop®ent does 
not differ radically fro® that of the stem. In many dlcoty-
ledonB the root cap and protoderm seem to originate from a 
common Initial zone, whereas cortex and central cylinder 
arise from apparently Independent sets of Initiating cells. 
In certain monocotyledons, as 2ea. the rootcap appears to 
develoj)_frp™ a distinct layer or calyptrogen (26). 
The changee In cell structure that result from progres­
sive develODiaent of root roerieteme were studied by Sachs 
(^5). Cells at the distal end of the root tip were homo­
geneous, email, thin walled, and isodiaffletric. Yacuolee 
were not prominent. The adjacent zone showed a wide range 
In cell size, vacuoles enlarged rapidly, end inclusions vere 
evident. The first zone wae designated by Sache ae embryonal. 
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These observatlone indicated that the greater proportion of 
new cellB was formed in the first zone while elongation 
occurred primarily in the second. Sinnott (50) develoned a 
method for studying living root iBerleteHie in which the grow­
ing roots of small seeded graeees were mounted whole, placed 
on the stage of a microscope, and camera lucida drawings of 
cell outlines made. Changes in cell size and the poeitlons 
of new cell walls could be determined froa these drawings. 
Brumfield (7) studied the growth rates of single cells and 
their deecend^ants hy similar methods, and found t.hat tissue 
growth involved two distinct stages. Cell division occurred 
only during the firet phase. Elongation during thie period 
had a constant rate of about 5.^ per cent per hour. Vacuoles 
increased in size at the end of this etage. During the 
second phase the rate of elongation increaeed, reaching a 
constant value of 4l per cent per hour, fhese phases were 
found to occur in zones of definite lengths in the root. It 
WEB suggested that cell elongation resulted r-rimarily fro® 
production of ne%f protoplasm in the first phase and from in-
crea.ee in vacuolar and cell wall material in the second, 
doodwin and Stepka (2?) also etudied living root meristenis 
under high magnification, and by meane of mathematical cal­
culations were able to determine rates of root elongation, 
cell division, and cell elongation. They found that growth 
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in the merlEtem was complex, and that the root (l^hleum) 
couia not "be divided into definite regions of cell dlvleion, 
elongation, and differentiation, but that two of the proc­
esses might be occurrins; in the same location at the saBie 
time. The region of moet rapid cell division and meet ra--id 
cell elongation coincided, and was found Just "behind the 
apicel 200-300 mu of root which contained meristeiaatio, BIOV 
growing cells. It was suggested ths-t cells in the rapidly 
growing regions were better eupr^lled with organic materlale 
for growth than the more distally located cells. Baeal to 
this region of great activity, the root grew slowly, and 
vacuolated, extended cells were found. 
Baldovlnoe (^) studied the growth of the maize root tip 
by obeerving the linear displacement of ink marks originally 
placed 1, 2, 3» and 5 ffi® behind the root cap. Stained 
slides also were made of the various zones of cell division 
and elongation. Hie data shoved that the specific rate of 
cell division was higher in the second millimeter then in 
the first and that the maxianam growth rate, including both 
cell dlvleion and enlargement, wee highest in the second 
millimeter. Mo division occurred beyond the apical third 
of the second ffiillineter. The arowth rate declined gradu­
ally to zero in the fifth mllllBieter. 
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ErlckBon and Goddard aleo (23), studied growth of the 
maize root tip. By taking contlnuoue pictures of carbon 
particles dueted on to the root, they were able to gauge 
with precision the rate of growth of any portion of the 
organ, fheir resulte are in agreement with those of other 
workers; namely, grovth by cell division ie slow; it In-
creaBee rapidly with cell elongation, then bIowb and finally 
stops upon maturation. 
The pattern of growth in the root tip ie thus seen to 
be sigffioidal in nature; also, the three regions, or phases of 
growth, are more or less dellneeted with position, end are 
conetant with time. Thie eet of conditione offers to the 
interested worker an organ that lends itaelf readily to the 
Btudy of growth. 
Quantitative Descriptions of Growth 
Since esich cell of a plant passes through three more 
or lees distinct stages In its growth and development, each 
plant part or organ paeges through the same stages (33). 
One of the Important objectives in studying growth is to 
discover governing laws which perait the formation of 
generellzatione. fhese may then be tlr^ bases for the 
elucidation of phenomena closely related to grow^th proceaees. 
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Thus, the theoretical equation based on precepts and conce-tB 
of ho%r an orgsnlsro mey grow is a,n attempt to gain Insight 
into the mechanleme shaping the growth curve. There are 
numeroue iBatheraatlcal exDreeeions found in the literature 
that attemtjt to deecribe growth quantitatively. These ex­
pressions may be claBsified according to the aseumDtions 
upon which they are based. 
Chemical 
The fundamental rate determining proceee Ib assumed to 
"be a chernlcal reaction. The growth equation is expected to 
take the form of the equation for a simple reaction. 
Robertson i^3) proposed that since the sigmoidal curve 
of growth is very slffillar to that of an autocatalytlc reac­
tion, some special catalyst of the nature of an enzyme 
governs the growth rate of an orgi^nisffi. He considered that 
the growth curve could be exnreeBed by the formula: 
log = K (t - ti) 
where A IB the maxlHiuni weight of the tissue, x ie the weight 
of the tiesue at eny time t, •f'j'ith t^ being the time at which 
the weight of the tissue Is one-half the final freight. 
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Crozier (21), working with growth of rate, elaborated 
Robertson's equation. He had cause to believe thst Instead 
of only one grand cycle of growth, there were probably two 
sub-cycles In the -^^rhole scheme, fhe first growth cycle was 
described by the equation 
and the second cycle by 
where x Is the weight, and all K'g are specific reaction 
rates, A and are the original supplies of two particular 
chemical eubetancea involred in the postulated reactions as 
reagents, and t^^ is the time at which the second cycle begins 
its contribution to growth. 
Weinbech's growth equation (56) aptly fits under the 
chemical heading. He ifflplies a subetence quantity that in­
fluences the rate of growth. This substance quantity ig 
termed an "impulse to grow'*. Whatever it may be, it is 
thoufi'ht of &fi being equivalent to a given quantity of 
eiabryonic tiseue heving an effect on the rate of growth 
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equivalent to e,n additional supply of tissue. This m&.y be 
termed "effective weight". Meinbacb'g equation states that 
^ = k (A + w) 
U X 
where (A -h w) is equal to the effective weight, and A 
ie the weight equivalent of the "impulee to grow". 
Integrating and elmplifying; 
w = 0 e''* - A , 
where C is a constant of integration. 
Cellular 
Attention IE focused on the rate of increase in the 
number of cells rather than on increaee in the weis-ht of the 
entire organ or tissue. It is generally agreed that each 
type of cell has a basic reproduction and growth rate. Some 
emphasize the continued decrease in the number of cells which 
can continue to divide as the orgen growe (^6). Others em­
phasize the modifying effect of continuously changing cellular 
environment and food supply on the divlelon rate (18). 
I k  
Blackman (12) eugirested. that the growth of an annual 
plant can be treated as a process following the compound-
interest law ex^:ireesed by the forinula: 
where Is the initial seed or seedling weight, is the 
weight of the plant at the end of time t, and r is the r&te 
of Increase. 
This equation, however, applies only to unlimited growth 
or to general growth In its initial stages. 
Baldovinos (^) attributed gro^rth srseclfically to two 
phases, i.e. cell division and cell elongation. He there­
upon formulated an eouation describing the growth of the 
maize root tip; 
Li : no (e" - 1) Co + (Ol - Cp) 
where is the growth in the time Interval t]_, is the 
initial number of cells, k is the specific rate of cell 
division, Gl is the average increas- in cell length and 
ie the average initial length of a cell. 
Erickson and Goddard also (23) studied the gro%rth of 
the maize root tip. They attacked the problem of quantitative 
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growth description in a manner analogoue to the method of 
BaldoTinoE. However their equation is more dynamic; 
d(dx/dt)dx = d(dc/dt)/dc - CdPg/dt/Fc + (dLc/dtJ/L^ 
where c is cell number, represents files of cells, and Lq 
is cell length. This equation separatee root elongation into 
its component parts. The term on the left 1B the relative 
elemental rate of elongation of the root, and the equation 
states that at any T>oint it ie equal to the relative ele­
mental rate of cell formation, minus the rel8.tive rate of 
Increase in numbers of files of cells, plue the relative rate 
of cell elongetion. Buchanan (18) presented an equation for 
growth that ie Jointly proportional to the number of cells 
and amount of food available. The equation ie: 
y = ^ yp e 
a - yo + 3^ ® 
o 
%rhere a is the maximuffi number of cells that can be produced 
from the aaount of food Initially present and y is the number 
of cells at time t. When this equation ie graphed it yields 
a syciffietrical curve. Rarely, however, will a eymmetrlcal 
slgioold curve be obtained from actual data. The curve %'lll 
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usually toe asyEimetrlCf-l, with the point of Inflection at 
some point other than a/2. 
Surface-volume 
Food or nutrients are abiorbed at eurfacee. The larger 
the surface relative to the volume which muet be supported 
by the food, the more favorable are the conditions of food 
supply. Therefore an hypothesis is presented that the ratio 
of surface to volume is a fundamental determinant of growth. 
Von Bertalanffy (9, 10) proposed the following growth 
equation. 
w = - (aV3 . w„l/3) e-"]3 
where Wq is the initial weight and k is K/^ •where K is tt® 
rate of decrease in weight per unit caused by catabolic 
proceBsee. A is the final weight and is proportional to 
the cube of H/K, where K has the same meaning ae before and 
H is the rate of increase in weight per unit surface. This 
equation justifies further investigation for it is aseumed 
to be general and attempts to include all types of growth. 
1? 
(Jrowth Materials 
/ll organleae require a supply of suitable Inorganic 
"buliaing fflateriale euch as nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, 
etc., and cerbon in eome form as a source of energy. These 
elements sre regarded as nutritional subBtances because they 
are used In relatively large amounte and are the building 
blocks out of which protoplasm constructs itself (2). Living 
organisms also require certain other Inoraanic eubstanceB 
which are jrrowth regulatory but which are UBed in onlj minute 
quantitieB. Thouch the functional nature of many of the 
elements has been elucidated on a qualitative baeis, the 
strictly quantitative relationahlpe of roost of the elements 
to changing phyBlologlcal etsges of an organieffl have been 
only touched upon. Actually a survey of the literature 
shows that only two elements, nitrogen and phofphorue, have 
received attention. 
Held (^2), studying cellular changes in the isrowlng 
region of primary roote of cowpea seedlings, found that the 
concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorue were higheet in 
the zone of division and dropped continually throughout the 
region of elongation. However, a continuous incresge in 
nitrogen and phoephorus per cell occurred during transition 
froffl the embryonic to the mature condition. Phosphorus was 
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found to gain more rapidly than nitrogen during the time of 
iBost active expansion. Avery and Engel (3) worked with Avena 
coleoptilee in various stages of development. Their results 
slowed that greatest over-all increase in total nitrogen on 
a per cell basis occurred during cell division. However, 
their data ehoti^ed also thet total nitrogen continued to in-
cresee through the enlargement period. The authors stated 
that this increase iirae roughly proportional to the incre? ee 
in cell volume. One of their concluBione was thsX cell en­
largement was not solely a matter of water uptake but that 
it is also accoffipanied by the synthesis of additional proto­
plasm. Plaisted (40), found that total nitrogen per cell 
increased during growth of the potato tuber, and showed a 
quantitative relationship between nitrogen per cell and tuber 
fresh weight. Thi« relationship he expressed ae a parabolic 
function; N = kx^, where N is the amount of nitrogen per 
cell, X is the tuber weight and k and a are constants. 
Robinson and Brown (44) followed the changes in protein 
nitrogen content through the growing zone of root tips. 
They proposed four phases in the development of the cell, 
based upon the variation in protein nitrogen and enzyme ac­
tivity per cell. In the first T^haee, within the merieteBiatlc 
zone of the root, the volume increased Blightly while the 
protein content decreased. In the second phase, volume and 
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protein increased considerably. In the third phage, the 
volume enlarged and protein nitrogen decreased. In the fourth 
phage, growth had ceased and protein nitrosen had decreased. 
Baldovinos (5i 6) obtained similer results in hie %rork on 
the maize root tip. He found that total nitrogen on a per 
eegment basis wae highest In the second millimeter, and that 
it declined steadily to the fifth millimeter. However, T«fhen 
he calculated it on a cell unit basis, he found a peak in 
nitro -en content in the third millimeter. He Interpreted 
this as evidence of protein synthesiB coincident with en­
largement. Other workers (13, 14, 16, 19, 37) also found 
syntheeiB of protein nitrogen durlne* enlargement. However, 
BurBtrom (19) concluded that the elongation mechanism irae 
not connected with new formation of cytoplasm. He stated 
that even with a doubline of the cell length, the amount of 
protein nitrogen underwent little or no change. He stated 
further that the two phases of groi^'th, cytoplaemic growth and 
wall crrovth, seemed to be physloloc-ically separated, even 
if they overlapped. Erlckson and Goddard's findinars on their 
maize root tip studies (23) showed that total nitrogen on a 
per cell baslF Increased up to the later stages of cell 
elonsatlon. Protein nltrofren on the other hand, increased 
to a broad peak ant"; then drop-'ed. These two trende are 
intereetlng >.'hen compared to the Growth of the root. Their 
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data showed thst groi^th was slgaoidal and that it etopped at 
9 mm from the tip. It seems that protein nitrogen wa;- first 
gained and then lost while the cell '"ap still elons:ating. 
Blank and Frey-WysBlinsr (13) presented data that show protein 
nitrogen Increasing during gro^'th by cell elongation; hovever, 
Erickson and Q-oddard pointed out that whereas the cells in­
creased 16 times in volume, the increase in protein nitroa-en 
wae only 3.9 times. 
The 'biological assay of various nutriente and compounds 
hae been practiced for a number of years. The quantitative 
determination of amino acids by lactic bacteria (7, 51) is 
regarded by many workers ae the standard procedure. Aleo, 
Meuroepora routant strsine are used widely for the assay of 
various vitarains (52, 53)• 
The biolog'icel assay of nutrient availability in soil 
wae initiated in the early part of tbis century. First 
Mitscherlich (3^» 35, 36), then others (8, 41, 55), developed 
thie method. According- to Mitscherlich, the increase in 
yield, obtained by increasing a growth factor, is propor-
tionpl to the decrement from the maximum yield obtainable 
by continued addition of the grovth factor. 
The fully developed Mitscherlich equation states that 
log (A - y) = log A - c{x + b) where y is the yield produced 
by the amount b of the nutrient present In the soil, or the 
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amount b in the soil plug x units of added nutrient; A 1B 
the maximuin yield that can be produced as x increases in­
definitely, and c is a constant (11). In this equation b 
is expressed in the same unite as x. The reeulte of the 
equation measure not the total amount of a given nutrient 
in the soil but only the amount that Is available to the 
plant. 
The UBe of the bio-as8ay method, to the writer's knowl­
edge, has not been used to determine the per cent avsliability 
of a nutrient Jji situ that may be used for further growth. 
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MATERIALS AND MEfHODS 
Growth MeasureiBentB 
All growth end mineral nutrition studies were carried 
out on the flret five mllllmetere of Zee, mays root tlpe. 
All seeds were from one lot of a W P9 x Ml4 single cross 
hybrid. Uniform grains were selected end waehed with a 
detergent in dletllled water for approximately 5 mln. This 
served to remove roost fungal contaminants and seed treatment 
fungicides. They were then rinsed In digtllled water end 
again In glase redietilled water. After the eecond rinsing, 
the grains were soaked in glaee redletilled water for 5 hrs. 
A shorter soaking time caueed slo^ and irregular germination, 
while a longer time caused a marked decrease in germination, 
and the development of malformed radicleb. 
The corn was germinated between sheets of Whatman # 1 
filter paper in porcelain trejB. The filter paper used vae 
first soaked overnight In 6 per cent B,C1 and then washed 
thoroughly in redistilled water to remove traces of Ca, Mg, 
and K present in the psijer. Preliminary teste indicated 
th^t the seeds should be plsced with the embryo up to insure 
even germination. 0-erminatlon was carried out in an incu­
bator at 30°C.tl.5® with the porcelsin pans slanted to promote 
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straight growth of the radicles. Pungfrl contamination rarely 
occurred during germination. 
SeeaiingB with uniform, Btraight primary roote between 
2 and 2.5 cm. in length were selected at the end of 48 hre. 
The root cap removed with a razor blade under a binocular 
diseecting inlcroscope. The apical portion of the root was 
then cut into five 1-ram eectlona with a cutting Jig composed 
of thin razor bladee and mete.l spacere. Roots vere cut by 
placing them upon the ur>turned blades and preReing with a 
rubber cork. The cut sectione were olaced immediately in 
tered velghing bottles. Approximately 350 sections were 
weighed, at one time and constituted a replicate. 
Cell numbers per l-mm section were determined by di­
gesting 50 like pections In 10 ml. volumetric flasks con­
taining 5 ml- pectineee solution and a email crystal of 
thymol. After 3 days, the flaeke were Bhaken to eeo&rste 
the cells, the reeultant BuspenBlon made to volume, and cell 
countf made in a haernocytometer. Forty to 50 countB vere 
made from each of four flasks for each section. 
MesGureinente of linear growth Jji vivo of the individual 
l-fflin sectionB %rere f ccomrdiBhed by noting the dieolacementB 
of carborundum particlee initially placed at 1 mm intervale 
on the apical portion of maize root tips. In order to pro­
vide ae uniform conditions as dos-ible before and during the 
2M 
growth, meaeurements, Indlvlaual -^re-soaked seeds were taped 
on one end of mlcroecope plidee that had -oreviously been 
wrapped with acid washed filter mper. The si idee were then 
wet w-ith redistilled %rater and -laced in a covered Detrl 
dieh. Germination wae carried out in a darkened incubator 
at 30° C.±1.50. 
Sixteen uniform seedlings were selected for growth 
ffleaeureiaentE. Six carborundum particlee were individually 
placed at 1 am intervale on the root, starting froE5 the bape 
of the root cap. Increase in distance between particles was 
then measured with an eye-T;iece micrometer calibrated at 16 
divisions per mm. Measuremente were taken every half hr-il 
ffiin. for the firet hre. After this period, measurement8 
were taken every 1 hr.tl min. for 8 hrs. Thus the growth 
of various zones of the root ^ae followed over a 10.5 hr. 
•oeriod. The seedlings were ke-t in covered petri dishes in 
the incubator exce-^Tt; when meaeuremente were being made. The 
complete procedure was reDeeted a week later with similar 
results. 
Chemical Analyses 
Becauee of the very jsmall quantities of materiale 
available;, general techniquee for roicro-EnalyBie were 
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followed tbrouffhout. All chemicals used were of reagent or 
C. P. grades, and all glasFware used in the various analyses 
%fas either Pyrex or Umble brand hard glass. Only hard-
glass redistilled water ^me employed. 
Celcium and magneeium 
Cheng and Bray i Z O )  modified the original Schwartzenbach, 
ethylenediemine tetra-acetic acid (EDTa) tBethod. (^7) of cal­
cium and magnesium determination for plant materials. They 
presented s method of determining both magnesium and calcium 
on the Bame aliquot of ashed plant material dissolved in 
dilute HCl. An aliquot first made basic to pH 12, then 
titrated with EDTA, using murexlde as a calcium indicator. 
After the endpoint had been reached, the Indicator wag de­
stroyed by heating with bromine water. The resulting color-
leee solution -was again titrated with EDTA, using erichrorae 
black-T as a magnesium indicator. This technique was found 
unsatisfactory for similar determinationB on the corn root 
tip. 
Three objections to the Cheng and Bray method vere 
found: 1) the standard EDTA solution wae too concentrated 
for determinationB of mlcro-quantltlee; 2) the bromine method 
for the destruction of the murexide caused variable results; 
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and 3) "the 'hoephate in the eample solution interfered with 
the calcium determination. 
Various modifications were introduced to adapt the EDTA 
method for micro-quantities. Two hundred to 3^^ 1-mm Bectione 
from a given zone were cut into a tared, fueed Bilicci crucible, 
then dried at 100® C. and weighed on an analytical balance. 
The tjruclble and contents vera pieced in a colci electric 
muffle furnace and aehed at 530° C. to constant xi'^eight. After 
weighing, 2 drope of 1:4 HCl were added to diBeolve the aeh 
residue. The resulting mixture was then transferred quanti­
tatively to 25 ml. Pyrex centrifuge tubee and diluted to 12 
ml. with water. Ths solution v&e brought to neutrality with 
1 N HaOH. One drop of saturated lead acetate j'b{C2H^02 )•3H2O 
•was added to precit3itate ohosphate. fhe solution vae mixed 
carefully in the tube and centrifuaed at anproxiroately 4,000 
r.p.m. for 5 min. Addition of lead acetate, and subsequent 
centrifuging, wae re seated until one drop of lead acetate 
caused no further precipitation. 
The contents of the centrifuge tube were then transferred 
to a second 25 al. eentrifuae tube through v/hatman # 4o 
filter paper. The precipitate was vashed on to the paper 
and rinsed 3 times 'ifith hot water. All rinsings %Tere added 
to the supernatent. The resulting clear solution was then 
made basic to pH 8 with 0.1 M NPOH, warmed in a water bath 
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and treated -with H2S to precipitate excess lead (the HgS 
should elso precipitate copper, Iron and mangeneee). The 
sample wae then centrifuged end transferred throiigh Whatman 
# 40 filter paper to a 25 ml. volumetric flaek. The pre­
cipitate and filter paper were rinsed with varir! difitilled 
water; the rineinge being ad ed to the flaek. The eolution, 
made to volume, contained the celciua and magnesiura of the 
original tissue, minus the phoephorue. 
Five ml. of solution were pipetted into e 25 ml. por­
celain evar)oratlng dish and 4 drope of 1 ^  NaOH were added 
to make etrongly basic. One drop of a concentrated solution 
of murexid© calcium indicator was introduced. 
Salmon pink color indicated the presence of calcium. 
A 0.025 per cent solution of EDfii, etandardlzed againet CaCl2, 
v&B then slo^rly pipetted into the porcelain dieh from a 
micro-burette. A color change from ealmon pink to orchid 
purple Indicated the chelation of all the calcium. H2S gae 
vas then passed into the same aliquot until the solution 
became colorlese. Six drops of pH 10 buffer and 1 drop of 
NaCN solution v^ere added next. The NaCN complexee any iron 
not precipitated by HgS, One drop of erichrome black-T 
indicator wae added and the solution stirred. This resulted 
in a wine red color, indicating the presence of magnesium. 
Titration vlth the EDTA, etg^ndardized againet MgSOij,, to a 
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clear blue color Indicated the quantity of nagnssium r.-reeent 
in ti.e &ji(/uo^. 
1-. recovery experiaent v-bp, layde to deterUiine the validity 
of the L'.&tbod. Two eaiaple lots of 20, l-cm. root gections 
«ere enalyfter for oelciuiii end raagneeiuis. Before aahlng, .how­
ever, 20 of calcium and 20 V of Hiagnegium were afidefi to 
one lot. The refcults are eho"'^'n in T^ble 1. Dubeequent ^ naly-
hvh of varlouf lots of 1-crii. root gectione ehoved & variation 
in ce.lciUDi and jsagnfelua wp to 10 per cent. The deviations 
iit reeoverj Vciluee are therefore believed to be veil s^ithin 
eXex'imentsl error. 
Table 1. Calcium and inaffnesluta recoverv test 
Ca found ;oer 5 ml. aliquot Mg founa per 5 ail. aliquot 
Ho C& kr C£ .• E-eviation per No J'g is ^  :-'g .?evlatlon per 
added added 5 ml. aliquot added added 5 ml. sliquot 
4,5 9.0 f 0.5 7.0 10.8 -0.2 
4.8 8.7 -0.1 7.0 10.9 -0.1 
4.8 9.0 + 0.2 7.0 10.8 -0.2 
.fir. c lev. fO.2 Ca -0.2 Kg 
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Mltrogen and Dhoephorue 
Nitrogen and phosphorus determinations on the first five 
l-mm. sectione of corn root tip vere made on the same tissue 
samples. Approximately 100 individual sections were used per 
sample. The sections wre cut and Immediately dropped into 
50 ml. beakere containing 5 nl. of 10 per cent TCA (48, 5^). 
The TCA was kept at 0° C. by immersing the beakers in an ice 
bath. All subsequent operations were carried out as rapidly 
as pOBpible and at 0° G. 
A n  individual lot of root sections wa? transferred to 
a 17 X 125 mm rotary glass homog-nizer with fitted plastic 
pestle. The macerated root sections were transferred quanti­
tatively to a 25 X 65 mm lueteroid centrifuge tube and 
centrlfugred at 0° C. and 20,000 x gravity for 15 rnin. The 
supernatant was then decanted into a 25 ml. volumetric flask, 
and the precipitate waehed and centrlfuged twice with 10 per 
cent TCA. Rlnelngs %''ere added to the Bupernatsnt and the 
resultant clear solution made to volume. The washed precipi­
tate, elso, was transferred to a 25 ml. volumetric flasBk. 
The supernatant contained the soluble nltroe-en and phoephorus 
fractions while the orecipltate contained the Insoluble 
portion (54)-
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Ten drops of concentre ted H2S0ij. were then added to the 
flaske containing the Insoluble material. Thie sample was 
heated, on a boiling water bath for approximately 1 hr, to 
bring the precipitate into a fine euepension. All flaske 
i^ere then made to volume and stored in a refrigerator until 
ueed. 
uantitative determination of the soluble and ineoluble 
nitrogen fractions were made by the Kjeldahl method. A 5 ml. 
aliquot of the sample vae pipetted into a 100 ml. seml-inlero 
Kjeldahl flask. The sample was then digested with 2 ml. of 
concentrated 10 mg. of copper eelenlte powder and 50 
mg. of KgSOjtj. added to hasten digestion. Heat ^>me supnlied 
by micro-burn©re. Fifteen min. after the mixture had become 
clear, the flasks were cooled and the contents diluted with 
50 ml. of redistilled water. Fifteen ml. of 30 per cent 
MaOH were then added and the amiBonia, together %fith 40 ml. 
of ^ fater, was distilled over, using a eemi-ffilcro glaps dletll-
lation apparatus. The distillate was collected in a 150 ffil. 
Erlenmeyer flaek containing 10 ml. of 2 per cent H^BO^ (60) 
plue 4 droog of methyl red indicator solution. The titration 
w&fr made with 0.01 N HCl. 
Recovery runs were made with elyclne as a nitrogen 
source. The maximum error was less than 1 per cent. Blank 
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deteprtilnations were very lov and consistent, indicating 
negligible contamination. 
Phosphorus determinatlone on the corn root tip %rere 
made with the molybdate, Fleke-Subbarow method (5^ ). A 5 
ml. aliquot of the phosphorus containing eolution was 
pipetted into e. Pyrex test tube, and the solution digested 
with 0.^ ml. of 10 |l HgSOii. in a sand bath for 1 hr. at I30-
160° C, After coolins-, 2 drops of 30 pei* cent K2O2 were 
added. The contents were again heated on the eand bath to 
decompoee pyrophosphates, then transferred to a colorimeter 
tube. 
Elaht-tenthe ml. of 2.5 per* cent (NH^ )2MoO£j^ and 0.4 ml. 
of Fiske-Subbarot'?- reducing agent %Tere added in the order 
named. The sample was then made to a Tolume of 10 ml. with 
water. Colo;r was developed at room temperature for 10 mln. 
and read in a Klett-Sumerson photo-colorimeter employing a 
660 iranu filter. 
PotaRglum 
Potassium determinations were made by wet eshlng the 
root sectione, and running the analysis with a Beckman flame-
photometer. Approximately 50 roots were cut and the like 
sectlonB placed in 20 x I50 ism Pyrex test tubes vlth 5 ral. of 
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concentrated HKO^. T)estruction of the organic matter was 
accompllBhed by heating the tubes on a sand bath for 5 hrs. 
at 150° C. The tubes were then cooled and 2 drope of 30 pei* 
cent H2O2 were added, to each one. After addition of the H2O2, 
the tubes were reheated in the Band bath for 30 rain, to com­
plete oxidation. The contents were then dried in a vacuum 
desiccator. Ten ml. of vater were added and the contents 
mixed until all salts vere dissolved, fhie procedure re­
sulted in a clear solution. 
Analysis for potassium wag then made on a Beckman flame-
photometer with KCl ae the potassium standard. 
Culture of Root Sections 
Filt er paper viek method 
In vitro grovth meaeurementB over brief periods were 
obtained by determining the enlargeiaent of 1-mm root sections 
In partially aseptic cultures. Seeds were germinated in 
the usual manner. Six and one-half ml. aliquote of the 
nutrient solutions adaicted by BaldovinoE (5) and shown in 
Table 2, were pipetted into 6 cm. petri dishes, each con­
taining £ disk of acid washed filter paper (l). The central 
portion of the filter paper wae raised above the liquid on 
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Table 2. Standard nutrient culture solution 
Compound Wt. (me.) 
Ce(N03)2 100.0 
KNO^ 80.0 
MgS04'7H20 35.0 
KCl 65.0 
ITHgPO^ 12.5 
H^BO^ 1.5 
ZnS0i|,-7H20 1.5 
MnS04-^H20 4.5 
Thyamlne.HCl 0.1 
Glycine 2.0 
Pyrldoxlne 0.1 
Nicotinic acid 0.5 
Fe-tartrate 1.5 
-9 
Indoleacetlc acid 1 x 10 M 
1 per cent by ^^^elght of sucrose 
Redistilled water to make 1,000 ml. 
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email glass rods; the paper thus acted ae e wick for the 
nutrient solution. 
Glass plates were used, to cover the petri dishes. Each 
6 cm. petri dish and glass plate wae placed in a large petrl 
dish and covered. These unite were then autoclaved for 15 
min. at 15 Ihs. presBure. AIEO, all implements coming in 
contact with the roots were autoclaved. All root cap eepa-
rations, cutting, and transferring were made in a eteamed 
transfer rooBi, and the roots ^^j-ere dieinfected in 1 per cent 
CgOCl for 5 sec. before cutting. 
After cutting the roots on the cutting? Jig, 10 like 
sections were transferred to the raised portion of the filter 
paper in each petrl dish. The cultures were then keot at 
30° C.±1.5° between aroii'^'th meaeuremente. Each section vae 
measured with an eyepiece micrometer, without removinar the 
plate cover, every hour for the first 9 hrs., then et longer 
intervale to the 29th hr., when contamination became evident. 
Aseptic culture 
Individual l-mm root sections were grown for extended 
periods %^lth sterile tissue culture techniques (57) to 
deterislne the effect of variation of individual nutrients 
upon rowth. The concentration of only one nutrient was 
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Tarled in each flaek; all other nutrients being held constant 
at the standard concentration (Table 2). 
All materiale and eq^jlpment were kept aseptic by &uto-
clavinff and transferring in a steamed transfer roora. The 
eeede used in this experiment were first washed in detergent 
and rineed iiJ-ith redistilled water, then soaked in ? per cent 
NaOCl solution for ? min. and rerineed with sterile water. 
Twelve seeds, soaked for 5 hre. in sterile water, were placed 
in each of 12 eutoclaved petri dishee containing a disk of 
filter paper and 2 ml. of water, and germinated at C.tl.5° 
for 48 hre. 
Chemically clean, 50 ffll- erlenmeyer flasks were used for 
the cultures. The flasks were autoclaved with 10 ml. of 
nutrient solution for 15 min. at 15 lbs. pressure. After 
cooling, 5 apical, l-min root eectlone were transferred to each 
container 'with appropriate aeeptic precautione. The flasks 
were then placed on a darkened rotary shaker at approximately 
30° c. 
Deily growth of the sectione wae estifflated without 
opening the cultures. When linear growth hed ceased, the 
roots were blotted dry with filter paper, and >reighed to the 
nearest 0.01 mg. on a Roller-Smith rapid balance. The rootB 
were then oven dried and re-weighed. 
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The solutions remsinlng in the flasks were made to a 
volume of 10 ml., autoclaved, and Btored until analysed. 
Analyses were made on the eolutions to determine the amount 
of the nutrient in question that was absorbed bj' the roots. 
Tables 2 and 3 show the types and eoncentratione of 
nutrients in the baeic or standard solution. Three seriee 
of nutrient solutions were employed. Each eeries contained 
four reduced levels of either nitrogen, phoephorue or potas-
Eiuis; all other nutrients beine* held constant at the standard 
concentration. The relative concentrations of nitrogen and 
potassium were 0, 1/32, 1/16, 1/8 of the basic nutrient 
solution, those of phoephorus were 0, 1/16, 1/8, and 1/k. 
Table 4 ehovs the actual quantities of the three elements 
in the three series. 
Equimolar quantities of cM-oride were substituted for 
phosphate and nitrate. It isfas deemed inadvisable to ue© 
sodium as a eubstltution element for potaBsium because of 
the probability of partial physiological replacement. Cal­
cium was first tried as the substitution ealt but it caused 
precipitation of the phoFphate. It wae necessary in the 
potasBiuffi series, therefore, to replace all of the KNO^, with 
and all of the KHgPOj^ i#lth (NHj^)2HP0j[^. Various 
quantitiee of ICl were then added to obtain the desired 
concentration of Dotassium. 
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Table 3- Molar eoncentratione of eleaente In the standard 
nutrient culture eolutlon 
Element M. Moles/liter 
Calcium 6.09 X 10'^ 
Potaesium 1.75 X 10° 
Magnesium 1.42 X 10*"^ 
Nitrogen {nitrate) 2.01 X 10° 
Phopphorus Cphosphate) 4.18 X 10" 2 
Sulfur 1.67 X 10"^ 
Chlorine (chloride) 8.75 X 10-^ 
Boron (borate) 2.43 X 10" 2 
Zinc (ic) 5.20 X 10*^ 
Mn (oue) 2.01 X 10"^ 
Thiamine (HCl) 2.96 X 10-3 
Glycine 2.66 X 10"^ 
Pyrldoxine 5.91 X 10'^ 
Nicotinic acid 4.67 X 10"^ 
Sucrose 2.9 X 10^ 
Total m. moles of nutrient elemente/liter = 3'28xl0^ 
I-ole fraction of H2O » 0.999^06 
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Table Levels of nitrogen, phoBphorus, and potaeslum 
ueed In nutrient culture solutione (flask method)®-
Nutrient element Amount In i^/ml. 
Series # 1 
N 0 
N 0.88 
N 1.75 
M 3.50 
N (standard) 
Beriee # 2 
28.00 
P 0 
P 7.80 
P 15.60 
P 
? (standard) 
Series # 3 
31.20 
124.80 
K 0 
K 1.27 
K 2.55 
K 5.09 
K {standard) 40.72 
®-All other nutrients, excepting- the one under Investi­
gation, were held constant. 
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-otassliJin det-rining.tlonr on the reeldual solutions 
were mede with s Beckman flame-photoffiietei:'. Nitrate deter-
minationE %'ere made with the "brucine method (39, 58), and 
phosphorus determlnationB with the Flske-Subbarow method 
(5^). 
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EXPERIMEliTAL RESULTS 
The experimental wrk was divided into three sections: 
measurements of growth in the maize root tip; analyses of 
l-min sections of the tip for 5 macronutrlent elements; and 
effects of nutrient deficiencies on growth of root tip 
sectlone In culture. 
Srowth Measurements 
Weighte of individual sections 
The fresh weight per millimeter of maize radiclee grovn 
at 30° C. Increased approximately 62 per cent betifeen the 
first and second sections (Table 5» Figure 1). This increase 
was due to the gain in volume resulting from an increase in 
average diameter and elimination of the rounded tip. The 
data sho%'^ also a definite but lesser increase between the 
second and third sections. No significant Increase in fresh 
weight wag found between the fourth end fifth sections. 
Baldovlnog (4) found a 59 per cent increeee between the 
first and second l-mift sections of waize root tips. Hie data 
also indicated a 7 per cent Increase between the second and 
third sectlone, a I3 per cent Increase between the third and 
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Table 5. Fresh and dry weights of consecutive l-mm 
ee^^ments of maize root tips 
Sect ion 
no. 
Mg. freeh 
wt. per 
Beetion® 
Mg. dry 
wt. per., 
section 
Per cent 
dry wt. 
1 .4285 .0838 19.47 
2 . 6896 .1018 14.76 
3 .7317 .0879 12.01 
4 . 7616 .0690 9.06 
5 .7555 .0644 8.52 
®Four repllcatione. L.S.D., .05 = 0.10^6 mg. freeh 
weight. (T for fresh weight = .06? rag. 
^L.S.D., .05 = 0.0069 mg. dry %'eight. cT for dry 
weight s .0057 lag. 
fourth BectioiiB, and a 16 per cent Increase betveen the 
fourth and fifth eectione. This diecrepancy may be 
accounted for by the fact that Beldovlnos used a different 
strain of Zea mays than that used the writer. 
The dry weights of the different sectlone (Table 5)i 
however, presented a different picture. There vae a weight 
increase amounting to 21.5 per cent between the first and 
second eectione, then a continual droo through the fourth 
section. A decrease of 32 per cent occurred between tte 
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Freeh and dry velghte of consecutive l-mm 
malxe root tip sections 
second and fourth sectlorie. The dry weight did not vary 
eignlficantly between the fourth and fifth sections. The 
decrease in dry weight of maturing root tiseue may be 
described by a skewed curve thst is concave upward (Figure 
1). Baldovinos • B data on dry weig-hte indicated a eimilar 
trend. 
If an asBUffiption is made that the specific gravity change 
among sections ie negligible, the relative concentration of 
the dry material may be obtained by comr-uting dry weight ae 
a percentage of freeh weight (Table 5). It is seen that the 
firet section rather than the second hed the greatest amount 
of organic aaterlal on a concentration basis. Alf!0, it ie 
seen that the relative amounts decreased continually with 
distance from the tip (cf. Figure 2). 
Cell numbers and weights 
The cell numbers of the various sections, determined by 
digestion with pectinase and counting in a haemocytometer, 
present a static picture of growth in the root tip (Table 6, 
Figure 2). The firet section contained the greatest number 
of cells, and each succeeding section a leeeer number. As 
can be seen from the data, the static representation is that 
the great majority of cells originated in the first millimeter. 
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Table 6. Numbere and weights of celle of consecutive l-mm 
root tip eectlone 
Section 
no. 
Cell number 
per eection, 
X 10-3 
Fresh weight 
T)er celi, 
ir X io3 
Dry weight 
T3er cell, 
r X 103 
1 104.4 t  36.7®- 4.1 0.8 
2 91.8 ± 22.8 7.5 1.1 
3 41.2 ± 14.3 17.8 2.1 
4 24.3 t  2 . 2  31.3 2.8 
5 18.8 i: 0.9 40.3 3.4 
®-Fia,ucial limit8, .05 probrbility. 
and that basipetal diFplacement into the more mature zones 
occurred Hielnly through enlergeaient. Calculations show that 
a cell in the fifth section wae about 10 times ae large as an 
embryonic cell in the first. 
Fresh w^eights of individual celle showed increases with 
diBplacesent from the tip (Table 6); a typical cell in the 
firet millimeter ^i-eighing .004r and a typical cell in the 
fifth ffiillimeter weighing .040r . The increase in freeh 
weisrht wae directly proportionel to the cell volume and 
inversely proportional to the cell number per section. In-
creaee of cell freeh weight with increpee in dietance from 
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Figure 2. Cell numbers and per cent dry matter o f  
consecutive 1-Ban maize root tip sections 
i f Q  
the tip 8i"'Oved e sigmoids 1 reletlonship (Figure 3)> i.e., the 
rate of change of weight incree.pe %rae relatively more rerdd 
from the tl : through the third ffiillimeter thf.n through the 
reffifcining growth zones. 
The dry weights of the celle (Table 6) indicate that 
there vas a continuous addition of roaterlale as enlar^-ement 
progressed. Greatest increase in dry weight occurred within 
the second snd third sections (Figure 3)» "The data show also 
that dry weight increases were correlated with incre&ses of 
fresh weight. However, a cotnr.arlson of the curves repre­
senting fres'-: and dry weights ae percentages of initial cell 
values (Figure 4) indicatee that at all timef?, the rete of 
fresh weight Increase per cell greater than its dry weight 
counterpart. 
Linear growth 
.'rim6r.y growth of the maize rootB, as represented by 
linear increase, occurred in any portion of the first 6 am 
(Table 7). There w&b no increase in length contributed by 
the more nro:xifflal portionp of the strs.ln used. The total 
linear growth of the first 6 fflm wap conetsnt with time. How­
ever, within this area the rate end type of growth veried 
with poeltion (Figure $}. Estimations of these different 
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Figure 3. Fresh and dry weights per cell of consecutive 
1-mm ffi&lzs root tip sections 
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Table ?. Growth of maize root tips jUi vivo 
(Avereges of 16 seedlings; each seedling coneidered 
ae a reDlication) 
Hre. Total growth (mra) for individual Bectione 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0.5 0.04±. 04-® 0 09i.06 0.i4i.07 0.17ir.07 0.11±. 04- .05J-. 04 
1.0 .07i-.06 181.16 . 28±. 04- .3^±.Q7 .24^.06 .08ir.07 
1.5 .15±.06 28i:.18 .48±.ll .5^1.11 .321.09 
2.5 .32±.11 80±.22 1.05ir.l7 .88Jr.l5 . 36JR. 13 
3.5 .64±.08 1 49^.27 1.7afc.l8 1.04±.24 
4.5 .81:fc.l2 2 39±.31 2.29±.23 1.05i.26 
5.5 .98^ .45 3 58^ .42 2.474-. 33 
6.5 1.49±.35 4 84^.4-6 2.50ir.3^ 
7.5 2.17ir.56 5 941:. 37 
8.5 3.06i:.59 6 73JR.49 
9.5 4.39il.20 7 20i:. 58 
10.5 5.52il.34 7.47±.76 
^Fiducial limits, .05 probability. 
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Figure $• Growth of the maize root, tip ^  \fivo 
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retee were obtained by observing the growth of the Individual 
millimeter sections. 
Examination of the Individual growth data ehowe that all 
6 Bectiona made an initial significant growth. Growth was 
comoleted in the sixth section within 1 hr. with a. total 
elongation of only 8 per cent. The other sections coraxileted 
their growth in order; %fithin 2.5 for the fifth section 
and about 12 hrs. for the second. Grovth of the flret section 
increesed gradually for about 8 hrs., then "emained constant 
at 1.2 mm per hr. By this time, of course, the section in­
cluded all 6 mm of the growing region, so that total root 
growth was recorded rather than section growth. 
The curve for total growth of the second section (Figure 
5) Bhowe that eigooldal relationship which may be considered 
to be typical of growth of any region behind the continuing 
apical ffierletem. A sigmoldal curve was developed by the 
third Bection also, and to a liiriited extent by the fourth. 
The results of these experiments agree in general >fith 
those of Baldovlnoe (^, 6), %rlth minor differences assumed 
to be due to strain of maize used. The emnloyment of 30 min. 
gro%'-th periods instead of 3 hrs., however, shows new detail 
In the Individual growth rates. Baldovlnoe reported that the 
second snd third sections me.de the gresteet grotArth in the 
Initial 3 hr. period, followed in order by the fourth and 
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first. Uslna- the Rhorter growth period, the initial order 
of gro'^th was found to be fourth, third, fifth, second, and 
first. After 3«5 hre. the growth order in our experiment 
vae third, eecond, foiarth, and firvSt, which is in approximate 
agreement ^rlth the earlier resulte. 
Baldovinos (6) found no cell division beyond the middle 
of the second mm and Erickson and Sodderd (23) found no 
division in the third min. Our haemocytometer counts showed 
6Hifi.ll cells mixed with larger ones in the second HUE, but only 
larger cells in the third and fourth mm. It ^-'as concluded, 
therefore, that growth in and proximal to the thirc mm was by 
cell elongetion only, and. that elongation nioet rapid 
toward the proximal end of the growing region. 
Chemical Analyses 
A major portion of the thesis effort vas devoted to 
analyses for nitrogen, phopphorue, DOtaeeium, calciunn and 
magnesium in the apical five, l-mm sections of the growing 
maize root. These analyeee were intended to show any changes 
in the relative iiaportsnce of these elemente during the growth 
processes occurring in these sections. 
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Nutrient quantities per aectlon 
Nitrogen, phoephorue potaeelum, calcium and magnesium 
quantities of the individual l-mfii eectlone were ascertained 
by chemical analyses (Table 8). The clletrltoutions of thee-e 
elemente, with the exception of calciuHi, showed simllfr 
trends through the root zonee studied. The 4 elements were 
comDaratlvely lower in the small apical section, increased 
to a Hiaximum In the second eectlon, then decreased continu­
ally through the more proximal tissue zones. The rate of 
element diminution, however, decreased markedly betveen the 
fourth and fifth section, euggeeting an approach to equilib­
rium with the cessation of growth. 
Nitrogen vae separated into protein and non protein 
fractions, ueing the TCA method. Protein nitrogen comprised 
approxlffiately 86 per cent of the total in the first two eec-
tione, then decreased at a steady rate to 65 per cent in the 
fifth (Table 8). There wag an Increase of 9.6 per cent pro­
tein nitrogen between the email first and larger second 
eectione, then a decreese to about 3? per cent of the 
initial vslue in section five. The soluble or non protein 
fraction rose to a maximum in the fourth and fifth zonee. 
At this point, soluble nitrogen comprised 35 cent of 
the total. 
Table 8. Chemical composition of consecutive l-mm segnsente of maize root tips 
Mm 
section 
from 
tip 
Units Total 
N 
Protein 
N 
Sol. 
N 
Total 
P 
Bound 
P 
Sol. 
P 
I Mg Ca 
1 gamma 6.820± 
.033 a 
6.011± 
A73 
0.809i^ 
. 297 
2.722^ 
.016 
1.922=t 
.318 
0.748ir 
.057 
2.131* 
.022 
0.197* 
.042 
0. 
• 
084i 
008 
A 1.58 1.397 0.188 0.633 0.447 0.174 0.495 0.046 0. 196 
2 gamma 7.726± 
.124 
6.588± 
.521 
1.137± 
.054 
3.208± 
.082 
2.154i 
.709 
1.113=fc 
.125 
2.926± 
.025 
0.250i 
.061 
0. 
• 
063i 
006 
% 1.120 0.955 0.165 0.465 0.312 0.161 0.424 0.036 0. 009 
3 gamnia 5.17^± 
.138 
4.000± 
.783 
1.174± 
.3IB 
2.366± 
.064 
1.346± 
.417 
1.077± 
.113 
2.soli 
.023 
0. 202± 
.044 
0. 
• 
080± 
009 
0.707 0.547 0.160 0.323 0.184 0.147 0.383 0.028 0. Oil 
k gamma i|'.090± 
.079 
2.875+ 
.555 
1.215± 
.210 
1.815± 
.057 
0.935± 
.039 
l.005± 
.115 
2.738± 
.032 
0.166+ 
.047 
0. 064± 
008 
0.537 0.377 0.159 0.238 0.123 0.132 0.360 0.022 0. 008 
5 ganuna 3.490± 
.098 
2.268± 
.456 
l.Z22± 
.155 
1.526i 
.050 
0.773i: 
.357 
0.832* 
.101 
2.592± 
.018 
0,l45i: 
. 022 
0. 067* 
008 
0.462 0.300 0.162 0.202 0.102 0.110 0.343 0.019 0. 009 
^'Fiducial limits, .05 probability. 
^•resh velght basis. 
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Both nltroa-en fractions' showed the greatest concentra-
tione, per cent of fresh weight, in the apical roerlsteBietic 
zone and decreasing concentrationp through the more mature 
portions (Table 8). The decreeee in soluble nitrosren vae 
relatively small, however. 
PhopphoruB also was Beparaten into two fractions by the 
TCA extraction. The Insoluble fraction, precipitated with 
the proteins, aeeumed to be in nucleic acids and eirollf-r 
compoundB. It accounted for 65 per cent of the total in 
the meriBtematic zone, decreasing to 50 pei' cent in the more 
mature regions. 
Total phosphorus wae determined ae the sum of the soluble 
and insoluble fractions in 3 replications of the analysis and 
directly in a fourth replication; hence Email dlffereneee in 
total phosphorus and the sum of the fractions in Table 8. 
The abeolute amountR of protein bound, insoluble phos­
phorus were affect d by section size, being: lower in the first 
section. It wae higheBt in the second, and orogTessively 
lof^er through the fifth. The soluble phosphorus followed 
the same general trend; ags^in, hc^f^ver, decreasing lee? 
rapidly than the insoluble fraction, until it accounted for 
the major portion of the nutrient in the fifth section. Con­
centrations of both phopphoruj? fractions, -^ere highest in 
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the meristematic zones and progressively lower tiirough the 
maturing portions (Table 8). 
f'otassiuin concentr&tione in the root tip seotiona were 
much more constant th^n phoephorus or nitrogen (Table 8). 
This nutrient was higher in absolute amounts in the second 
section than in the first but thereafter it decreased rather 
Blovly through the remaining Dortions. The data indicate 
that potaseium was held relatively >rell in the vacuolated 
elongating cells. PotasBium decreased 31 cent between 
the first and fifth section ^fhereae total nitrogen decreased 
71 per cent. 
Absolute quantities of magnesium also '^'ere highest in 
the second section and progreseively lower thr ugh the matur­
ing region (Table 8). MagneBlum aleo decreased in relative 
concentretion through the more nroximal zones. 
Calcium was included in the study because of a feeling 
tha,t this element may not be imT)ortant in meristematic tis-
Buee. C.uantltieB and concentratione were very low, averaging 
3 or ^  per cent of the potaeBiuffl values. Concentretions were 
anproxiiaately 0.2 per cent in the firet section and 0.1 per 
cent in the others. These figures are coHiDatible with an 
assumption that calciuiB may function ae a micronutrient but 
offer no proof. They are strikina-ly lower than the per­
centages of thie element encountered in loature tieeues. 
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Nutrient quantities per cell 
Percentegee of the various elements on a, green we Ight 
basie indicate changing concentrations. In general, all 
concentratione decrease with growth, indicating the importance 
of hydration in cell enlargement. Cuantities of element per 
cell give another picture—of the relative rates of accumula­
tion of the several elements, and of changes in rate with 
growth etage. 
The data in Table 9 are the quotients of number of cells 
per section (cf. Table 6) divided into nutrient analyses of 
the individual eectione. They are expressed as microgsmiiia, 
•*•6 n o 
gaiama. x lOv or g x 10"^^. They ehow that nutriente increased 
2 to 8 times vhile cell ^^eights increased 10 times. Protein 
nitrogen, which high in the epical section, Increased 
only 2 times, %'hereae soluble nitrogen showed the higheet 
rate. 
Trends of the various nutriente may be com-'ared beet 
if these nutrients are placed on a relative bagie. Therefore, 
all the cell values have been com uted as percentages of the 
initial quantities found in the first millimeter (Table 10). 
All of the nutrients excepting calcium, exhibited eigiBoldal 
increaseE (Figure 7). 
fable 9. Ciiemlcfel comt)oeltlon In mlcrogamma { y x 10"^) per cell of consecutive 
1-Eim segments of maize root tips 
Mffi section Freeh Total Protein Soluble Total Bound Soluble K Mg Ca 
from tip Weight N N N P P P 
1 ^,121 65.32 57.58 7.75 26.07 19.08 7.16 20. 41 1.89 0. 81 
2 7,51^ 84.18 71.78 12.39 34.95 23.47 12.13 31. 88 2.73 0. 68 
3 17,769 125.64 97.14 28.50 57.46 32.69 26.15 68. 02 4.91 1. 95 
k 31,302 168.09 118.15 49.94 74.60 38.43 41.30 112. 53 6.81 2. 63 
5 40,278 186.04 120.90 65.13 81.36 41.21 44.36 i_i
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Table 10. Chemical coraposition per cell ae percentages of ln3.tial values in the 
apieal eegiaent 
Mm sect ion Fresh Total Protein Soluble Total Bound Soluble K Mg Ca. 
from tip weight N N N P P P 
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
2 185 129 124 160 134 123 169 156 Ikk 84 
3 ^31 192 169 368 220 171 365 333 261 241 
if 760 257 205 6^5 286 209 577 551 361 328 
5 978 285 210 8ilO 312 216 619 676 409 440 
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Soluble nitrogen, soluble phoephopus, and potassium 
increased almost ae rapidly through the apical 3 e® s.® did 
cell weight. The relative contents of magneeium, protein 
nitrogen, and protein bound phosphorus increased more slowly. 
Calcium, on the other hand, decreased in section two, then 
increased in section three. 0,uantitieg in the more proximal 
portions were so small, however, the eubsequent changes 
seemed to be of doubtful significance. 
When rates of relative increase are calculated, the 
several factors separate into two groups (Table 11, Figure 
8). Rates of increase of soluble nitrogen, soluble phosphorus, 
and potassiuiB followed the cell growth curve fairly closely 
although none of them equaled it. All four components showed 
the greatest rate of increase within the fourth section, and 
a decided drop through the fifth. 
Magnesium, protein nitrogen, and Drotein bound phosphorus 
followed curves that are markedly different from the.t of cell 
enlargement. They differed as a group in two respects: 1) 
relatively lower overall rates of increase occurred; 2) the 
maximum rates of increase occurred in the third section in­
stead of the fourth. Figure 8 reveals aleo, that rates of 
increase of protein nitrogen and protein bound phosphorus 
were verj' closely correlated. 
Table 11. Belative rates of Increase of cell constItuente 
(Based upon Initial cell Taluee,) 
Mm WreBh fotal Protein Soluble Total Protein Soluble K Mg Ca 
esctione weight U H N P bound P 
from tip P 
0-1 - - - - - - - — — w 
1-2 85 29 24 60 34 23 69 56 44 -16 
2-3 246 63 45 208 86 48 196 17? 117 157 
3-4 329 65 36 277 66 38 212 218 100 87 
4-5 218 28 5 195 26 7 142 125 48 112 
O) 
U) 
TOTAL NITROGEN 
PROTEIN NITROGEN 
SOLUBLE NITROGEN 
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS 
SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS 
BOUND PHOSPHORUS 
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Figure 8. Relative ratea of Increase of cell conetltuente 
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Prom these and related data we may deduce that accumu­
lations of megneBium, and Insoluble nitrogen anfl phoephorus 
were more cloeely related to cell diTision and the early 
stages of cell enlargeffient, whereas potassium arid the soluble 
nitrogen and phosphorus compounds tended to be correlated 
with cell enlargenent. It ir xrobably glgnifleant in terae 
of an explanation of growth processee that protein nitrogen 
wag highest in the tip and showed the lowest relative increase, 
whereas i?-olubl'-i nitrogen was low in the ffierlBtem end increased 
almost as fast ae cell weight. 
Culture of Root Sectione 
Culture of the five individual l-mm root section? under 
partielly eterlle conditions for brief periods has shown 
growth jjn vitro to be essentially the same as _in vivo growth. 
Data from such experimente are tabulated in Table 12. Figure 
9 shows the cuniulative growth curves of these individual seg­
ment e. The apical eeetion enlarged slowly over the first few 
hrs., then more rapidly until the twentieth hr. After this 
tiaie, a steady rate of increase of 1 mm per hr. was observed, 
compared to 1.2 mm per hi", in intact roots. Growth in the 
second section approximated a sigmoid curve and ceased at 
about the twenty-fourth hr. The growth In the renaining 
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Table 12. Hourly growth vitro of Individual root sections 
(Data are mm, av. of 30 sections) 
Hrs. Individual sections of maize roots 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 0.01® 0.19 0.09 0.09 0.07 
2 0.05 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.18 
3 0.16 0.30 0.26 0. 26 0.27 
0.17 0.36 0. 29 0.28 0.29 
5 0.20 0.39 0.34 0.32 0.30 
6 0.21 0.44 0.36 0.32 0.31 
7 0.25 0.49 0.42 0.35 0.32 
8 0.28 0.54 0.44 0.37 0.30 
9 0.30 0.60 0.47 0.37 0.33 
19 1.02 1.39 0.58 0.41 0.33 
20 1.09 1.40 0.70 0.42 0.37 
22 1-31 1.45 0.73 0.42 0.36 
24 1.50 1.55 0.76 0.41 0.37 
26 1.86 1.56 0.77 0.44 0.36 
29 2.08 1.57 0.78 0.44 0.37 
^•Three replications with 10 roots per replication. 
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Figure 9. Hourly growth in yltro of individual root sections 
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sections seemed to represent respectively later portions of 
the sigmoid curve. 
Sterile culture of l-mm root tipB for extended periods 
provided two kinds of Information; first the type and rate 
of groi^fth exhibited jji vitro and second, the quantity of an 
endogenous nutrient that participated in further growth. 
Table 13 contains typical grovth data representing enlarge­
ment of the apical segments with various levels of one 
nutrient; i.e. phosphorus. Figure 10 ehowe that growth was 
rapid In the first few days and not significantly affected 
hv the phopphoruB level until the seventh or eighth day. 
Three thinsR can toe seen at these and subsequent raea®ure-
ment periods: 1) the rate of growth decreased with time, 
suggesting a deficiency in the nutrient solution of some fac­
tor needed by malse roots; 2) a deficiency of phoephorue 
caused an earlier cessation of growth, and; 3) & deficiency 
of phoBphorue caused a reduction in total growth. 
Variation of nitrogen levels in the culture yielded 
Biffiilar results. Cultures deficient In either phosphorus 
or nitrogen showed an early taperlns* type of growth with 
reduced diameter of the ffieristem. 
Apical sections of the maize root tip cultured by the 
flask method, provided a means of eetiinating the amount of 
an endogenous nutrient that was particlDating in further 
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Table 13• Average lengths of apicel 1-aun maize root 
eectlone cuitured ijS vitro with varying levels 
of phosphorus 
(Data are mm av. of 15 root sections) 
fime, 
days 
Phoephorue per flask in gamma 
0 7.8 15.6 31.2 
1.5 6® 5 5 5 
2.5 12 12 11 12 
k 16 19 15 17 
6 20 24 21 22 
7 24 29 28 28 
8 24 30 30 32 
9 24 32 33 34 
10 24 33 3^ 35 
11 24 33 36 36 
12 24 33 36 37 
13 24 33 36 37 
®'Tjhree replications, five root sections per reDlication. 
3 6  
3 3  
3 0  
2 7  
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21 
18 
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10. Average lengths of apical 1-mm maize root 
sections cultured JUi vitro with varying 1 
of phofiwhorus 
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growth. Final i^eishts of the roots grown vitro. varied 
with the amoimt of nitrogen supplied (Table 14). Although 
increased growth accofflpanied increased level® of nitrogen, 
there wae not a linear relationehip between the two. 
Figure 11 indicates that as greater quantities of nitro­
gen %rere supplied, the roots showed a decreasing growth 
response per unit of nutrient absorbed. Uee of the Mitecher-
lich equation (3^) permitted an estimation of the amount of 
nitrogen participating in further growth (Table 15). The 
Table 14. Total growth of apical l-mm Bections of maize 
root tips at varioue levels of one nutrient 
Nutrient 
level 
Nitrogen 
absorbed 
Fresh 
weight 
Per cent 
increase 
Phosphorus 
absorbed 
Freeh 
weight 
Per cent 
increase 
-K per 
root® 
rag. per 
root® 
-r per 
root® 
m- per 
rootb 
Xo 0 7.38 .. 0 8.06 
Xi 1.75 9.28 25.8 1.56 12.08 49.8 
Xg 3.50 10.90 47.7 3.12 14.06 74.4 
X3 7.00 12.70 72.0 6. 24 15.96 98.0 
^Subsequent nnalyees of the nutrient solutions revealed 
that all nitrogen and, phosphorus in the respective experiaientB 
were abeorbed en toto by the roots. 
^Three replications, five roots per replication. 
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Tatole 15. Endogenous nitrogen and phoepJaorus quantities 
effective in further growth 
Nutrient Total Effective Per cent 
quantity quantity effective 
per per quantity 
section Beetion® per section 
Nitrogen 6.82 4.97 73 
Phoechorus 2.?2 1.5^ 57 
^•Evaluated "by Mitecherlich equation. 
results show that the surprisingly high fraction of 73 per 
cent of the total nitrogen in the apical section was 
available for use in further growth. 
Various intake levels of phosphorus resulted aleo in 
proportional increases in grow^th (Tahle 14). Though the 
data ehow that there vae enough endogenous phosphorue to ac­
count for extensive enlargement, absor tion of thie element 
reRulted in greater production of tissue. As in the caee of 
nitrogen, there was 0 decrei sing response with additional 
quantities of phosphorus (Figure 12). Fifty seven per cent 
of the endogenous phopphorue participated in further growth. 
Root tip cultures with different levels of potassium 
gave unexpected results. We were unable to reduce the 
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Figure 12. Total growth of apical 1-rom sections Mith various levels of phoephorue 
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pot&eeium levele to the point of checking growth. This 
negative result may have been due to either a great mobility 
of potassium or to above optisjum aiBounte initially in the 
sections. 
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DISCUSSION 
The confusing picture of changing fresh weight, dry 
weight, and percentage of dry matter and nutrients in the 
apical five 1-mm sections of the corn root tip can be rt-
solTed on either a section or cell basis. The second section 
was some 60 per cent larger than the first, but 2^ per cent 
lower in concentration of dry matter. The apical section 
contained nearly 20 per cent of dry matter and the fifth 
section only 8.5 P®!* cent, a decrease of 56 per cent due to 
Increased hydration. Baldovinos (6) has shown that this hy­
dration occurs almost entirely during enlargement in non-
dividing cells. 
Increases on a per cell basis of dry matter and of every 
fraction measured, indicate, however, that enlargement is no 
simple absorption of water. Dry weights per cell increased 
four tlffies between the first and fifth sections. Protein 
nitrogen doubled while total nitrogen nearly tripled; total 
phosphorus increased three times and potassium nearly seven. 
Water per cell, however. Increased 12 times to give the 
increased hydration observed. 
Cell enlargement is thus shown to be a continuation of 
the protein building processes characteristic of the apical 
oerlsteffi, plus marked accuHiulations of soluble nitrogen. 
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phocphorus eompoundg, and potaeeltiiB, along with rapid absorp­
tion of water. Baldovinos (6) showed that root sections placed 
in water mad© essentially no growth, but sections placed in 
sucrose solution, or in eucroee i^lus indole&cetic acid grew 
rapidly, with a decreasing percentage of dry matter. Our 
results with nutrient cultures of isolated root segments cor­
roborate, and expand these observatione. 
A static representation of growth may be gained from 
freeh weight Taluee of cells, fhe enlargement of cells with 
displacement from the tip suggests growth as a function of 
position. Thus static growth may be considered as increase 
in cell size with increasing distance from the root tip. 
Table 11 shows that cell enlargement occurred within th& 
third and fourth millimeters. 
Growth differences on a per section basis, ho^Teyer, do 
not give a dynamic resolution of the probleia, for growth is 
also a function of time. The specific growth rate of a unit 
of tissue per unit time, would seem to describe more ade­
quately the actual course of enlargement. Therefore, 
enlargement rates of each millimeter section were measured 
over as short a time period as possible, i.e., 0.5 hr. (Table 
7, cf. Table 6). The data show that the rate of enlargement 
Increased steadily up to and Including the fourth mm, then 
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decreased and finally stopped with the seventh. 
An hypothesii explaining the changing gpoifth rate is 
proposed. It is aestimed that a living organism has an 
Inherent power or ability to grow (b), which ie a constant. 
However, the growth rate (y) of a given tissue is a function 
of an aBBUmed growth factor (x) within the tissue. The 
factor (x) has been considered to be possibly an auxin-like 
substance, which may be present in supra-optimal, optimal, 
or limiting concentratione, and thus depress or accelerate 
growth. 
Assuming proportionality between rate of growth (y) and 
amount of growth factor (x), b' being the conetant of pro­
portionality, we may write the following preliminary 
equation! 
y = b'x (1) 
However, since the concentration of (x) in supra-optimal 
amounts inhibits growth, we may define the concentration 
(X) as the concentration (x) which cause® complete inhibi­
tion of growth, and then postulate; 
y = b« «(X - x) ( 2 )  
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Thus, (y) Ib proportional to (x) and also to (X - x). 
The fully developed equation describing tt» hypothesis 
y :: bx(X - x), (3) 
where (y) is the specific gro%^th rate in ai^m®~^hr."*^, Cb) 
le the growth constant with units of mm^mm'^^hr.'"^ (units of 
(x) (x) 1B the amount of growth factor per section and 
(X) is the supra-optimal amount of (x) found in the tip of 
the apical l-mra section. 
In this equation, the amount of (x) is a function of 
distance in lam from the first fully matured zone. Table 16 
and figure 13 show the actual and calculated values express­
ing the growth rates of the first six nlllimeters which 
constitute the growing zone. 
The quantitative interrelations of various nutrients with 
growth may be studied fro® many angles. Since the cell is 
considered the primary unit of life, comparleon of the quanti­
tative interrelations of nutrients to cell growth eeeinB a 
logical approach. Figure 8 presents the relative rates of 
increase of several cell constituents through the growing 
root tip. The relative rate of increase in cell size at any 
one time was greater than that of any of the nutrients, indi­
cating a nonlinear interdependence between growth and nutrient 
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Table 16. Actual and calculated values of specific growth 
rate? of individual l-mm sections of maize root 
tips 
(lam/ffiffi hr.) 
y » = bx(X - x) 
Mm Relative Calculated Actual®' Deviation 
from growth growth growth 
tip factor (x) rate (y") rate (y) 
0 7 - — — 
1 6 .09 
00 o
 « .01 
2 5 .19 •
 
CD
 
.01 
3 4 ,24 .28 .04 
4 3 . 25 .34 -.09 
5 2 .21 .22 -.01 
6 1 .13 .10 .03 
7 0 0 
Average value? of 16 maize seedlings. 
M M  F R O M  T I P  
0  1 2  3  4  5  6  7  
0 . 4  
0 . 3  A C T U A L  G R O W T H  
V A L U E S  
UJ 
C A L C U L A T E D  
G R O W T H  
.  i V A L U E S  
< 0.2 
o 
7  6 5  4  3  o 0 
A M O U N T  O F  G R O W T H  F A C T O R  ( R E L A T I V E )  
Figure 13. Actual and calculated values of specific OTovth rates of 
Individual l-mm sections of maize root tips 
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accumulation. Though nonlinearlty was In evidence, the 
degrees of correlation differed bet^men the nutrient frac­
tions in such a as to divide them Into two groups. The 
relative rates of increase of soluble nitrogen, soluble 
phosphorus and potassium were highest between the third and 
fourth millimeters and coincided vlth the raejcimum relative 
rate of cell enlargement. Magnesium, protein nitrogen and 
urotein-bound phosphorus showed much smaller relative rates 
of Increase. Al;o, these thref^^ fractions reached a ffiaxlmum 
relative rate of increase earlier than cell groi»*th or soluble 
nitrogen, soluble phosphorus, and potaseluin. The dlfferenoee 
noted thus Indicate a high degree of Interdependence between 
cell ffroTyth, soluble nitrogen, soluble phosphorus End potas-
eium. A close Interrelation between mas-neslum, protein 
nitrogen, and protein phorphorus seems to be present. 
The data show tha-t the rate of enls.rgement was always 
greater than the rate of increase of any particular constitu­
ent. This may signify that the enlargement procesE is 
Independent of nutrient accumulation as postulated by Buretrom 
(19)I or that the efficiency of participation In growth of 
a given nutrient increases with cell size. 
Table 9 shows that there was an increase of all cell 
conetltuents studied, with Increasing cell size. If the 
coneecutive cell fresh velffhte are plotted against the total 
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quantity of any one nutrient per cell, a parabolic curve 
results; 
w S (4) 
where (¥) le the freeh weight per cell, (X) the nutrient 
quantity and (n) and (k) are constants. The inference that 
may be firavn is that cell weight (W) and nutrient quantity 
(X) are alwa.ye related to each other by a constant quantita­
tive factor (n). This relationehip show that cell Bize is 
a mathematical function of the amount of any one nutrient 
present. 
Analyses of cell freeh weight values plotted against the 
various nutrients per cell: nitrogen, phosphorus, potaselum, 
magnesium, and calcium revealed the following relationships: 
W = 0.562 M = total nitrogen 
1'? = 7.151 p - total phoephorus 
w = 117.2 K = potaeeium 
= 1^90.0 Mg = megnesium ¥ 
¥ = 5979.0 Ca « celcium 
The values of (n), in each case, show the relative Increase 
of each nutrient In relation to celluler growth, without 
Indicating the function of the nutrient. 
Further study of equation (k) reveals a possible quanti­
tative relationship between cell size and all nutrients. If 
the same weight (¥) of a cell is e. function of many different 
nutrients, each with their o-'m (k) and in) constants; then 
% no nn , , 
where (N) is the number of nutrients in the cell that partici­
pate in growth. Howver, if equation (^) ie changed to the 
logarithmic form 
log W = log k + n log X (6) 
then 
H log w = (log k;j^ + n^j^ log X-^) + (log k2 •+• ng log ^ 2)+—-f 
(7) 
(log k^ log Xjj) . 
Collecting log (k) conetente and forming a new constant 
log (ka) and dividing through toy (N), 
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log W = log + ni log Xi 4- ng log X2 f ^ n„ log ^ ^ 
N 
Taking the antlloge of both aides 
W = . .xJJn/N (9) 
or, 
« - kt^xjl.x"^. . .xjjn (10) 
This equation shows that cell size is quantitatively 
related to the cofflbined nutrients, with each nutrient con­
tributing to cell size as a function in iteelf. 
A poetulation of quantitative relations betireen the 
various nutrients may be gteted. 
where each equation represents a different nutrient. Then 
Since 
W z snd also W = 
(11) 
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or 
x"l :: ^  (12) 
Letting -^1/^2 = y^c » taking logarithms of both eides, 
logXi = i2Ui£+ « io«X, (13) 
"1 H 
Taking anti logarithm® of both gidee 
XjL = . (14) 
This equation ehowB that the quantity of any one nutrient 
is a mathematical function of the quantity of any other 
nutrient. 
Further manipulation of the relation 
klX°l = kixjl - k2X|2 = - - = kX" 
reveals that 
(15) 
Equation (15) etatee that there exists a quantitative rela-
tionBhip "between any one nutrient and all other nutrients in 
a giwn cell &t any one time. 
The final proof of the hypotheses represented by equa­
tions (10) and (15) ffiu^t await extensive inveetigations of 
all nutrient elements at the cellular leTel. 
The growth of tissue fragments is considered a valuable 
tool in the elucidation of various physiological and bio­
chemical problems. Brief oeriod cultures of the first five 
l-niBi segments of laaize root tips indicated that nearly normal 
growth may be obtained jji vitro. These results were used as 
a basis for further investigations. By varyir^ the supply of 
one nutrient, i.e., nitrogen or phosphorus, and keeping other 
nutrients constant, varying amounts of growth of the first 
millimeter segment resulted. Thus it may be seen that low 
levels of one nutrient act as a limit to growth, or the.t 
gro^'th was a logsrithiaic function of the limiting nutrient. 
¥hen total growth was plotted against the quantity of 
nutrient used, a logarithmic curve resulted. This relation­
ship supports the Mitscherlich equation (3^) that increase 
in growth, with increase in supply of nutrient, is propor-
tioncl to the decrement from the maximum obtainable. From 
this equation, we obtained results Indicating that 73 pei* 
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eent of the endogenoue nitrogen and 57 P®J? cent of the 
endogenous phoephopus In the arsical ffllllliaeter participated, 
in further growth. 
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SUMMiiRX 
Growth of l-miH regions in the root tips of a hyhrid 
maize, '"•F9 x was mea.eured at one-half hour intervale. 
Elongation ^ b.b most rapid in the fourth millimeter from the 
tip, followed in order by the third, fifth, second, sixth, 
and first millimetere. The region of cell division, the 
first and oart of the second millimeter, thus showed a con-
Biderably slower rate of elongation than the region of cell 
enle.rgement. 
The size, i.e., fresh weight, of individual cells in­
creased 10 times from the first millimeter to the sixth; dry 
matter increased only four times, and various cell constitu­
ents 2 to 8 times. 
The order of concentration of five macronutrientg in the 
meristeraatic, first fflillimete-'", cells was nitrogen, phosphorus, 
potaSBium, msgneeium, and calcium. In the fifth min, potassium 
had surpaeeed phosphorus in quantity i^hile 1/3 of the nitrogen 
and 1/2 of the phosphorus vere in non-protein forms. 
Calcium percentages were extremely low. 
Growth of individual root eectione in culture showed 
growth rates over a 24 hour period which were compara-
"ble to growth of the same zones in intact roots. 
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Gro^^th of root tip sect ions in a modified White's 
medium produced extensive and apparently normal growth for 
about 10 days. Grovth then decreased, even though nutrient 
supplied appeared adequate. 
The equation, 
y = bx(X « x) 
where (y) ie the specifIc growth rate, (b) Is the growth 
constant of the laaize root tip and (x) the concentration of 
a grovth factor which decreaeee with distance from the tip, 
is shown to describe the growth of l-nut zones in the maize 
root tip. 
Changes in the quantitiee of individual nutriente per 
cell were related to cell growth by the equation, 
1 = kx" , 
where (W) is the fresh weight of the cell, (X) the nutrient 
quantity and (n) a conetant. Other calculations ehowed that 
changee in quantitiee of nutrients per cell ^rere related to 
each other and to changes in cell size or growth. 
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